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Daisaku Ikeda’S Peaceful Thinking and Confucianism and Mohism 
HUANG Shun—li 
Abstract：Although Daisaku Ikeda’8 peaceful thinking originates in Buddhist doctrine，it is greatly influenced by traditional 
Chine~culture．Just as Confucius maintains that a benevolent pe／'8on is kindhearted towards otler human beings-Daisaku Ikeda 
pmpeses judging human beings from the point oflife．They both advocate a universal hmnan love by centring on human and 
aiming at love of humanity．Ikeda’8 advocacy of practicable spirt of seeking peace and against wa．p3 can be traced to the same 
origin of Mohist t}leory of universal love and no war．Like the doctrine of Confucius and Mencius ，which Stresses faithfulness and 
tolerance，Ikeda’8 philosophy of life，which emphasi~s on understanding，confi dence ，respect and tolerance between hum an 
b商 a8 wel a8 nations，shows clearly the universal price based on humanist peaceful thinking． 
Key words：Daisaku Ikeda，pe aceful thinking，the doctrine of Confucius and Mencius 
(上接第 83页) 
Paradox of Irrationality in Practical Reasoning 
JL G Yi 
Abstract：The“paradox ofirationality”put forward by Davison discloses the dilemma ofthe irational argument in pmctic~ 
reasoning． n1e key point for the pmb~m lies in adopting diferent standards for judging rationality．From the perspective of 
Chine~ philosophy-the standard of reason is concentrated on“Li"，‘To be rational’meal8“to be reasonable”
．
“Li"appears as 
a universal “principle”，but actualy it lleal8 to folow some concrete moral criteria．Therefore，in Chinese philosophy， 
irationality in practical reasoning turns out to be“non—rational’or“unreasonable”．By comparing the concept of irationality in 
Davison with that in Chinese philosophy。we show the diferent ardmdes between“judgment of knowing'’and“judgment of value”． 
Key words：irationality，practical reasoning，judgment of knowing，judgment ofvalue 
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